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Senior barbeque termed success by organizers

The barbeque supper sponsored by the Senior Class, held on Saturday, Nov. 23, was termed a "complete success" by Jim Heidt, who was in charge of the major preparations.

Heidt was responsible for obtaining the six hogs and other food supplies. He and his "barbeque committee" cut the wood, dug the pit, cleaned the ashes, and started the fires on Friday.

The Seniors, led in their effort by Mr. Buddy Durrell, a veteran barbecue coordinator (Continued on page 2, col. 4)

Announcements

For Club News See "Greechie Gathering" in the Journal on page 3. Information for including clubs in the summary of activities is included in the article.

Final Examinations have been scheduled for December 9-11. See the schedule on this page for times.

Registration for Winter Quarter, 1969 will be held January 3, 1969 at Armstrong State. Provisions for registration for late editions have been made for those students who are prevailed.

Play Bach group receives ovations

The Jacques Lionseth Trio which presented a PLAY BACH Concert on November 14, received standing ovation from the standing-room-only audience in Armstrong State College's Hall of Auditory.

One freshman indicated his approval of the Lambda Lyceum Committee's choice attraction during Fall Quarter by commenting, "I didn't know Bach sounded so great!" Others agreed that this was the general mood of the viewers.

For a picture of the group in concert at Armstrong State see page 3.

Armstrong announces new setting for coed's rings

After the controversy over the lack of choice in ladies rings, another ring setting has been designed for the Armstrong State College coeds. The new design is plainer because of the absence of the grill design which appears on the original setting. Yellow gold rings begin at $32.40, while white gold rings begin at $37.40. Both settings are now on display in the ASC bookstore.

In addition to the new setting, coeds who prefer a birthstone to the black spinel can now choose another stone for an additional $2.00. The available birthstones are: amethyst, garnet, aquamarine, white sapphire, shamrock sapphire, Alexandrite, ruby, peridot, and white gold rings.

Also available are the expensive black style settings "ASC" or Sorority letters in white or yellow gold. The cost of the embossing is $5.00.

For those coeds who would like a less expensive manner to graduation, an ASC pin is available. The pin consists of the inlay design of the men's rings plus a chain with the year of graduation. The pin costs $19.50 with no extra cost for a choice in birthstones. Embossments are an additional $5.00.

Armstrong State College president Dr. Henry Ashmore has reminded students of the college newspaper's recently proposed new behavior code is, in effect, putting the discipline principles in the hands of the students. Ashmore's reminder came November 22, during an informal luncheon attended by members of the Student Senate. The ASC president also made it plain that students, although they have every right to know what is to be expected of them, will restrict themselves by limiting their own needs for mercy in justice by spelling out specifics in the anticipated code.

Senate members discussed questions on drinking and rumors of marijuana on the campus as well as the controversial so-called communist newspaper which is read by some ASC students, but not by most. Resolutions or proposals concerning these issues.

Dr. Ashmore mentioned that the college has requested a new Fine Arts building and dormitories for coeds who would be in the nursing and dental hygiene program.

Closed circuit television will be a future project for the college. With such a feature, students could record and view their performances to establish a better source of communication on the campus.

Communication improvements are being made in the new student center in which a public address system will be installed. Important announcements will be made easier with this system. Also music can be piped in for student enjoyment.

Student mail boxes were discussed as a possibility for better communication. Dr. Ashmore stated that he hoped that Student boxes could be placed in the old student center when the new one was finished.

S. JAYE CONNER co-editor Sue Jaye Conner appeared before the Senate February 10 to inquire about recent complaints that the ASC newspaper has not been printing enough articles concerning the campus activities. Several complaints mentioned by Senators were the overemphasis on politics and lack of coverage on important events.

(Continued on pg. 4, col. 1)

EXAM SCHEDULE

MONDAY, DECEMBER 9
3:30 Classes which meet at 3:30 P.M.
4:30 Classes which meet at 4:30 P.M.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10
9:00 Classes which meet at 9:00 A.M.
9:30 Classes which meet at 9:30 A.M.
10:00 Classes which meet at 10:00 A.M.
11:00 Classes which meet at 11:00 A.M.
1:00 Classes which meet at 1:00 P.M.
2:00 Classes which meet at 2:00 P.M.
3:00 Classes which meet at 3:00 P.M.
3:30 Classes which meet at 3:30 P.M.
4:00 Classes which meet at 4:00 P.M.
5:00 Classes which meet at 5:00 P.M.
6:00 Classes which meet at 6:00 P.M.

WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 11
9:00 Classes which meet at 9:00 A.M.
10:00 Classes which meet at 10:00 A.M.
11:00 Classes which meet at 11:00 A.M.
12:00 Classes which meet at 12:00 P.M.
1:00 Classes which meet at 1:00 P.M.
2:00 Classes which meet at 2:00 P.M.
3:00 Classes which meet at 3:00 P.M.
4:00 Classes which meet at 4:00 P.M.
5:00 Classes which meet at 5:00 P.M.
6:00 Classes which meet at 6:00 P.M.

WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 12
9:00 Classes which meet at 9:00 A.M.
10:00 Classes which meet at 10:00 A.M.
11:00 Classes which meet at 11:00 A.M.
12:00 Classes which meet at 12:00 P.M.
1:00 Classes which meet at 1:00 P.M.
2:00 Classes which meet at 2:00 P.M.
3:00 Classes which meet at 3:00 P.M.
4:00 Classes which meet at 4:00 P.M.
5:00 Classes which meet at 5:00 P.M.
between themselves and the nation's politically and socially dispossessed. To the young, most particularly, to college students, they offered the challenge of active participation in the political process as a means of realizing meaningful social change. And they did so on the basis of critical evaluation of the ability of the participants: they evidenced a refreshing disdain for the incompetent and cynical "professionalism" of political hacks whose only justification for their continued exercise of power was precedent. To the poor, the Kennedys communicated a sense of outrage experienced by a race that had been condescended to in the past's exalted status by our society. Robert Kennedy, in particular, shared this sense of outrage, and, in light of this, addressed himself to the plight of the ghettos by actively seeking out the opinions and ideas of the ghetto residents themselves and by communicating these thoughts to the general populace.

Thus, once again our nation is experiencing a crisis of credibility. With the voices of the disenfranchised now permanently silenced by two acts of violence, we are faced with the task of convincing the Kennedy constituency that they will indeed be afforded a significant role in our national life. Having just concluded a Presidential campaign that totally ignored the plight of the same elements, our words of reassurance are going to sound very hollow indeed.

The Inkwell editorial board believes that the board must take the initiative now to reenergize the Inkwell. The new board should set up a number of deadlines and dates which the board will be expected to meet. This last statement is precisely what it sounds like—a plea for more student involvement. Then the papers could enlarge and be more regular.

(4) Letters to the Editor should be accepted and printed. The policy of the Inkwell has been, as it is now, to accept and print letters to the Editor if they meet the requirement of good taste. They must be signed, but signatures will be withheld on request. Students should place letters in the Inkwell office in the box provided by the editor which meets the minimum requirements of the board. The problem lies in the fact that students do not write letters.

(5) A Publications Board should be set up. The idea of a board is at present investigated by a committee of Student Seniors whose interest is to discover possibilities of a board having the power to regulate the finances of the newspaper, annual, and literary magazine, and to screen candidates for editorial positions. In such a capacity a Publications Board can be valuable. The board, at present, has never been set up, nor have any specific steps been made for it. However, should the board be envisioned as a factor, it would lose its value and the endorsement of the Inkwell.

The basics stay as they can be easily viewed—that the student body as a whole is not offering much support to the newspaper. Now that the problem and criticisms have been aired, the issue is how to encourage participation and generate interest among the student body. The Inkwell requests your opinions and answers and will print them in the next edition of the paper which will be in Winter Quarter.

Barbeque nets $1000 for senior activities

(Continued from page 1)

We served about 1000 people from the six hogs, but the rest of the food were served from food cooked by Mr. Nease," said Alex Mallis, to whom the cooks had been assigned a particularly greasy task. "Mr. Nease was a tremendous help, being a cook all his life."

During the cooking which lasted from five o'clock Friday night to about six the next day, Bob Dimmick, a freshman, said that the seniors, "Without Bob, we couldn't have done this," stated Mr. Durrell, whose only obvious contribution was to pay for the roasted pig and to keep the party going. We couldn't have done it smoothly," continued Mallis when asked how many people helped.

Other students also aided greatly in the effort which netted the seniors $1000. Zac Nelson, President of the Senior Class, Alex Mallis, and Jerry Mizell also were committee heads. Each had his unique and necessary role for one phase of the operation with his committee of five to fifteen people.

The basic problem can be easily stated: the student body as a whole is not offering much support to the Inkwell.

The Inkwell requests your opinions and answers and will print them in the next edition of the paper which will be in Winter Quarter.
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Foreign students and the dance separately or the students were invited to ed. It_bng help a member of the club and decided however a time has not been sell tickets for the concert for the needed dance. Waters and the Entertainers," will feature a group of three Saxons,, who perform folk, Armstrong John White. Jr.. Chicago." there were many came to look and enjoy the play and those who condemn. From first indications, it didn't understand any of it. Armstrong's first large students were introduced. The trilogy was presented to the meeting for the political harvest to the liberal conservatives. Young Oemocrats. The form of distributing packages to the Savannah-area orphanages. The Future Secretaries, too, in the pipe dream. The club, which had a tea given by the National Student Exchange (SXE) may be the operative winter quarter. Delta Chi Sorority has planned several activities on February 21, Winter Quarter and will be attended by all other student organizations in the last five years. The membership of the Student NEA is open to any student who is preparing to student who is preparing to for truth vanishes or what remains is room slang on stage is not the insipid democracy and the university concept for truth vanishes or remains what it is. The Savannah-area was packed with a substantial number of high school students at the production. From first indications, it appeared that he was small at least from the shoulders to the waist. As I quickly scanned the room, I could see expressions of shock or disgust. Surprisingly, all faces remained quite calm and stoic. One could almost feel the stillness in the room. The plans continued the numerous outbursts of laughter. Occasionally, there were dry sobs. The audience truly enjoyed the play. During intermission, I walked outside into the drizzling snow asking questions and trying to overhear comments on the play. The comments were some of the ones I heard: "I really enjoyed it, but where was the plot?" "I didn't understand anything of it. I couldn't get the gist of it." Because the Student now have presented with a challenge of the greatest magnitude. Mr. Rogers to the altar, is torn by doubt and the misery of needless suffering. The papers, this should be pretty spicy", and "That guy must have had a good one for pulling his daughter out of the play," were overheard. The lights dimmed and the curtains went up, revealing the stillness in the room. The point of using locked room slang on stage is not the insipid democracy and the university concept for truth makes the insipid tools that these arbiters desire.

Jacques Loussier Trio performs a concert of PLAY BACH at Armstrong State to a packed house. - photo by McLendon
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Pirates, Tigersvie in contest

by Dick Sanders

Because of the deadlines for this week's Inky, I could not cover the action of the Pirate-Tiger battle, but my commentary by Dick Sanders, of what may happen, follows.

Once again the rivalry between the two senior colloges was in the forefront as Armstrong State College was to do battle with the Tigers of Savannah State, in the first of two contests each to be held in the Savannah Sports Center. The first was scheduled for December 3rd at 8 P.M.

The Pirates should be more than ready for the tourney that they beat last year, 77-71. So that contest was led by two points at the half, 36-34, and pulled out a lot with less than two minutes left in the game. Badly manhandled under the boards, the Pirates were more successful than their opponents; a tough, aggressive defense by Armstrong State completely frustrated the Tigers run-and-shoot game play.

This year should be different. By all rights, it is the biggest game of the season. As defending champs, the Tigers have won a lot more outside shooters and some big men who can drag against the tough Tiger forwards.

Coach Bill Alexander said, in an interview, "As an athletic rivalry, it is the biggest game of the season. As defending champs, the Tigers have won a lot more outside shooters and some big men who can drag against the tough Tiger forwards."

Masquer's controversy viewed by staff member

by Larry Bags

Although some articles have been written concerning the Masquer's recent controversies, I feel it is only fair that I should put the matter to rest.

The Masquer's recent controversies included plays such as "24-hour" and "Chicago," which were the annual plays performed in and around an auditorium. These plays were written by the American playwright, Sam Shepard.

"Chicago" is a story about a young, married couple, the couple have marital problems and the wife decides to leave her husband. The husband is performed in and around an old batth.

The second play, "Fourteen Hundred Thousand," is about a battle between a husband and his dominating wife, was written by McLendon.

"Chicago" was the play that caused several of our leaders to act. The play was performed in and around an old bath.